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Abstract

In this paper, we take an organizational view of organized crime.

In particular, we study the organizational consequences of product

illegality attending at the following characteristics: (i) contracts are

not enforceable in court, (ii) all participants are subject to the risk of

being punished, (iii) employees present a major threat to the entre-
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cause record-keeping and auditing augments criminal evidence.
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1 Introduction

The economic analysis of crime has its starting point with Becker's (1968)

seminal work: individuals rationally decide whether to engage in criminal

activities by comparing the expected returns to crime with the returns to le-

gitimate business. Hence, crime is less attractive if the government increases

the probability (certainty) and severity of punishment. Alternatively, by

increasing market opportunities, one makes crime less attractive. Becker's

main thesis is that since imposing a �ne is costless, this �ne should equal an

individual's entire wealth and be complemented by a probability of punish-

ment to optimally deter crime.

Economic literature on organized crime is quite scarce as compared to

the work by economists on crime and criminal law.1 The �rst papers essen-

tially stressed welfare comparisons of di�erent market structures. Buchanan

(1973) and Backhaus (1979) discuss the thesis that a monopolistic market is

more e�cient than a perfect competitive one in presence of harmful o�enses

because the output is smaller. More recently, Dick (1995, 1998) has developed

an analytical framework in which transaction costs, rather than monopoly

power, primarily determine the activities of organized criminal �rms. The

paper predicts that organized crime is more successful when there is produc-

tion cost advantage.2

Most of the literature on organized crime has focused on the market

structure. In this paper, we propose an organizational view of organized

crime. Previous work by Reuter (1983), Abadinsky (1987) and Turvani

1See Garoupa (1997) and Polinsky and Shavell (1999).
2A similar argument is summarized by Posner (1998), pages 264-66.
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(1997) has pointed out the importance of transaction costs on criminal or-

ganizations. In particular, Turvani (1997) argues that because activities are

illegal, the usual institutional environment of a developed market economy

cannot provide a positive framework for monitoring transactions. As a re-

sult, limited vertical integration arises and most contractual relationships

resemble a de facto hostage.

In this paper, we study the organizational consequences of product ille-

gality. In particular, we attend at the following characteristics: (i) contracts

are not enforceable in court, (ii) all participants are subject to the risk of

being punished, (iii) employees present a major threat to the entrepreneur

having the most detailed knowledge concerning participation, (iv) separation

between ownership and management is di�cult because record-keeping and

auditing augments criminal evidence.

Illegal contracts are not enforceable in court. That is not to say that

illegal contracts are not enforceable. As noted by Reuter (1983), Gambetta

(1994), Robinson (1994), and Skaperdas (1998), most of these contracts are

self-enforcing. The literature on self-enforcing contracts poses that some kind

of vertical integration assures self-enforcement.3 On the other hand, Reuter

(1983) argues that in criminal markets violence is a substitute for vertical

integration. Hence, one mechanism to enforce an illegal contract is the threat

and use of violence.

The participants in illegal markets lack access to state-provided facili-

ties for settlement of disputes. Consequently, violence is an e�ective method

to resolve disputes. Furthermore, victims of violence are disadvantaged in

3See Klein and Murphy (1997).
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seeking police protection: the process of providing an informative complaint

will convey information to the police about the illegal activities of the com-

plainant.

Recent economic analysis of the role of violence in criminal organizations

includes Jennings (1984), Grossman (1995), Polo (1995), Skaperdas and Sy-

ropoulos (1995), Konrad and Skaperdas (1997, 1998), and Garoupa (1999).

The general view is that reputation is quite appealing to support an equi-

librium with self-enforcing contracts where violence is relatively rare. Such

theoretical conclusion seems to have empirical support as cited by Reuter

(1983). Violence arises when the criminal organization wants to monopolize

the market or avoid competitive entry. Moreover, in the long run, the violent

gang is usually replaced by reputation increasing pro�ts and saving on labor

costs. The threat of violence also a�ects the organization of the market ex-

ante by avoiding misunderstandings and controlling the degree of subjective

uncertainty.

A second mechanism to enforce an illegal contract is recurring to Ma�a's

arbitration. Reuter (1983) mentions the Ma�a as a social dispute solving

institution, and Kelly (1987) refers to the social and political system created

by organized criminal institutions. Seeking Ma�a's arbitration can be of

advantage to criminal �rms because violence is costly and uncertain: the

cost of acquiring reputation is high in an environment where disputes are

frequent. Moreover, there is a complete absence of feasible symbols of quality

and reliability. On the supply side, allowing the Ma�a to act as a referee,

solves the problem of de�ning property rights.4

4Reuter (1983) summarizes the characteristics of the Ma�a's judicial system: (I) only
Ma�a members can act as dispute settlers; (II) there is no market for representatives;
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In terms of the present paper, the important observation is that enforc-

ing contracts in the criminal world is costly, either because violence is not

inexpensive (even if only at a threat level) or because solving the matter

within the Ma�a's institutional system is not costless (it may include costs

of arbitration, rents to be paid as subscription, bribes). Our model is of a

criminal franchising. Within the franchising literature, as in Mathewson and

Winter (1985), we assert that the contracting �rm favors an ex-ante �xed fee

than an ex-post share of the pro�ts because of contractual enforcement costs.

Given that enforcing criminal contracts is expensive, one poses that a

criminal organization should prefer an employment relationship rather than

subcontracting. Monitoring and enforcing a contract is relatively easier in

an employment relationship as pointed out by Klein and Murphy (1997).

The cost of monitoring subcontractors is augmented because there is not

book-auditing and record-keeping must be minimal to reduce evidence.

The problem posed by an employee is that his detection can compromise

the whole organization with higher probability than an external subcontrac-

tor. Employees can provide information about past and future deals leading

to arrest and seizure of assets involved in the transaction. The entrepreneur

aims then to structure the relationship so as to reduce the amount of infor-

mation available to them concerning his own participation and to ensure that

they have minimal incentive to inform against him. Moreover, employees are

afraid of other employees. Thus dispersion and monitoring naturally emerges

as to control individual risk.

(III) no set of substantive rules to govern settlements; (IV) participants regard decision
as self-enforcing; (V) hierarchy of illegal �rms is respected.
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As pointed out by Reuter (1983), illegal �rms should be smaller than if

the product were legal. In this paper, we investigate the optimal response to

the trade-o� between monitoring costs and apprehension. In policy terms,

the most immediate remark is that, for a given expenditure on detection,

sanctioning more severely the subcontractor than the subcontracted o�end-

ers a�ects not only the dimension but also the characteristics of a criminal

network. As a consequence, we argue that severe punishment reduces the

dimension of the network but it might augment the e�ectiveness of its mem-

bers. Eventually smaller �rms are easier to manage and consequently less

mistakes are committed diminishing the likelihood of detection.

The paper goes as follows: we develop a formal contractual model of

organized crime and derive the optimal public policy in section two. In

section three, we study the possibility of plea bargaining. In section four,

we analyze asymmetries of information between franchisor and franchisees.

Final remarks are addressed in section �ve.

2 A Formal Franchising Model of Organized

Crime

Consider a criminal �rm that decides to engage in criminal activities. We

model this criminal �rm as a franchisor deciding at time 1 on the number

n of franchisees and the terms of the franchising contracts. At time 2, a

monitoring game is played between the franchisor, the franchisees, and the

law enforcement agency. Those detected are consequently punished for their

criminal acts. We must solve this game backwards for subgame perfection.
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The expected payo� of a risk neutral franchisee is:

V = b + x(i)� p(c; i)f � y (1)

where b is the gain from committing an o�ense that varies across the pop-

ulation according to a uniform distribution with support [0; 1]; x(i) is the

productivity gain enhanced by criminal know-how expenditure i borne by

the franchisor, where xi > 0 and xii < 0; p is the probability of a franchisee

being detected and punished by the government, c is the government's ex-

penditure on law enforcement, i is criminal know-how expenditure borne by

the franchisor, including the cost of information about the organization, f

is a monetary sanction measuring the severity of punishment, and y is the

royalty to be paid to the franchisor. We further assume that pc > 0, pcc < 0,

pi < 0, pii > 0, and pic < 0.5

A franchising contract is a pair hy; ii that maximizes the franchisor's

expected pro�ts subject to an incentive constraint. Let us normalize the

franchisee's opportunity cost to zero. A franchisee accepts the contract if

and only if:

V = b + x(i)� p(c; i)f � y � 0 (2)

The royalties equal b+ x(i)� p(c; i)f . As in Mathewson and Winter (1985),

we know that the franchisor is able to extract the whole surplus through

a �xed payment. In the context of illegal business, extracting the surplus

through an initial �xed payment is more attractive since there is no third

party contractual enforcement for participation contracts.

5We can think of p(:) as a contest success function (CSF). See Skaperdas (1996) for
discussion. Criminal know-how could also be interpreted as a protection activity. See
Alexander (1997) for an economic analysis.
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De�ning � as the lower bound on b such that the franchisor is willing

to hire (and given the assumption of a uniform distribution, n = 1� �), the

expected pro�ts of the franchisor are:

� =
Z

1

�
[b+ x(i)� p(c; i)f � q(c; i)s� i]db (3)

where s is the monetary sanction per-franchisee paid by the franchisor if

detected and punished, sn is the monetary sanction paid by the franchisor if

detected and punished, q(c; i) is the probability of detection and punishment

of a franchisor where qc > 0, qcc < 0, qi > 0, qii > 0, and qic < 0.

The franchisor's expected punishment is q(c; i)sn. An alternative inter-

pretation is to say that the technology of detection has constant returns to

scale in the number of franchisees, and s is the monetary sanction.

The �rst-order conditions with respect to � and i are the following:

�� = p(i; c)f + q(i; c)s+ i� x(i)� � = 0 (4)

�i =
Z

1

�
[xi � pif � qis� 1]db = 0 (5)

Given that the second-order conditions are satis�ed6, one derives ��(c; f; s)

6The second-order conditions are:

��� = �1 < 0

�ii =

Z
1

�

[xii � piif � qiis]db < 0

��i = 0

So that the Hessean has a positive determinant:

H = ����ii
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and i�(c; f; s). The number of franchisees is decreasing in these three pa-

rameters whereas the criminal know-how is increasing in the government's

expenditure c and the franchisee's sanction f but decreasing in the fran-

chisor's sanction s.

Corollary 1 A legal franchisor hires more franchisees.

The fact that an illegal activity is subject to punishment distorts the

optimal dimension of the �rm. Such observation is a trivial consequence of

the deterrence e�ect of penalties. The marginal value of hiring a franchisee is

reduced with the probability and severity of punishment. More interestingly,

note that not only a criminal �rm is of a smaller dimension but also the

criminal partnership is sensitive to the structure of penalties:

Corollary 2 In general, the information structure of a legal franchising dif-

fers from an illegal one. The direction of that di�erence (more or less know-

how is provided) depends on the relative magnitudes of the punishment faced

by the franchisor versus that of the franchisee.

The sanctioning structure hf; si a�ects the internal structure of the �rm.

Note that xi � 1 = pif + qis. A system where the franchisor is much more

penalized than the franchisee leads to less criminal know-how being pro-

vided, that is, a franchising where less information about the organization

is shared. However, a system where the franchisor is much less penalized

than the franchisee leads to more criminal know-how being provided, that

is, a franchising where more information about the organization is shared.

In a sense, a system that strongly penalizes the franchisees induces a much

stronger partnership in terms of increasing i�.
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Corollary 3 The dimension of the illegal franchising is a concave function

on criminal know-how expenditure achieving its maximum when such expen-

diture is optimally set.

From (4), we have:

��i = pif + qis+ 1� xi

And we know that i = i� is a minimum from (5). An illegal franchising

where information is not provided is of a smaller dimension than an illegal

where information is optimally provided. The intuition is that franchisees are

more likely to be detected in this case and there are no productivity gains.

Conversely, an illegal franchising where too much information is provided is

of a smaller dimension because the franchisor is more likely to be detected.

Optimal Policy

The government announces at time 0 the law enforcement policy. The social

cost of the illegal activity is given by h(1 � ��) + c, where h is the harm

caused by each o�ense (independent of criminal productivity) and c the cost

of law enforcement. The government's objective is to solve:

[p(c; i�)f + q(c; i�)s](1� ��) = h(1� ��) + c (6)

for f; s; and p. For a given f and s, we can solve (6) for a given c, say ĉ.

Note that, as in Shavell (1997), the allocation of sanctions between franchisor

and franchisees is irrelevant from the government's viewpoint as long as we

can solve (6) (even though it a�ects the internal structure of the �rm). A

possible solution is s = 0 and f > 0 as in Garoupa (1999).
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Nonetheless, if the expenditure ĉ is su�ciently high, we have �(ĉ) < 0

and so the criminal franchising is driven out of the market. If the criminal

franchising does not operate, the economy bears a social cost given by ĉ. In

other words, deterring completely the criminal franchising is eventually too

costly.

An alternative approach is to argue that a government should maximize

social welfare where criminal gains are included7:

W =
Z

1

��
[b + x(i�)� i� � h]db� c (7)

subject to the usual constraints f � F and s � S where F and S can be

interpreted as franchisee's and franchisor's entire (exogenous) wealth respec-

tively. The �rst-order conditions with respect to c; f; and s are8:

Wc = �1 + [h� pf � qs]��

c +
Z

1

��
[xi � 1]i�cdb = 0 (8)

Wf = [h� pf � qs]��

f +
Z

1

��
[xi � 1]i�fdb � 0 (9)

Ws = [h� pf � qs]��

s +
Z

1

��
[xi � 1]i�sdb � 0 (10)

Proposition 1 (1) One optimal monetary sanction must be maximal, (2) If

xi > 1, the sanction borne by the franchisee must be maximal, (3) If xi < 1,

the sanction borne by the franchisor must be maximal, (4) If xi = 1, both

sanctions must be maximal.

7See Garoupa (1997) and Polinsky and Shavell (1999) for discussion about including
criminal gains in social welfare.

8The second-order conditions are assumed to be satis�ed. A su�cient condition is to
impose su�ciently large decreasing returns to scale so that pcc << 0 and qcc << 0.
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Proof of Proposition 1

Solve for interior solutions: Wf = 0 and Ws = 0. We can show that in this

case for xi 6= 1:

p=q = i�f=i
�

s

Noting that the left-hand-side is strictly positive and the right-hand-side is

strictly negative, we can say that this cannot be the solution of the optimiza-

tion problem. Therefore, both sanctions cannot be less than maximal. We

proceed to write:

Ws �Wf�
�

s=�
�

f =
Z

1

��
(xi � 1)[i�s � i�f�

�

s=�
�

f ]db

The sign of the right-hand-side depends on the social value of information

xi � 1. Case (1): xi < 1. The right-hand-side of the expression is positive.

As a consequence, it can be the case that Wf = 0 and Ws > 0 but cannot be

Wf � 0 and Ws = 0. Case (2): xi > 1. The right-hand-side of the expression

is negative. As a consequence, we cannot have Wf = 0 and Ws � 0 but we

can have Ws = 0 and Wf > 0. Case (3): xi = 1. The right-hand-side of the

expression is zero. This is the usual Becker (1968) result. Both sanctions

must be maximal. For a detailed proof see Garoupa (1997).2

The choice of sanctions is directly related to its e�ect on criminal know-

how expenditure. De�ne i0 as the optimal expenditure on criminal-know

when the business is legal. Hence it must be xi(i
0) = 1. Note that xi(i

�) >

xi(i
0) is equivalent to i� < i0.

Corollary 4 If when legal, the franchisor provides more information about

the organization, the sanction borne by the franchisee must be maximal and

the sanction borne by the franchisor can be less than maximal.
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Information about the business is welfare improving because it augments the

net surplus of this activity. The sanction borne by the franchisor a�ects

negatively the provision of criminal-know how. Consequently, setting it at

its highest value could damage the net surplus too much.

Corollary 5 If when legal, the franchisor provides less information about

the organization, the sanction borne by the franchisor must be maximal and

the sanction borne by the franchisee can be less than maximal.

On the contrary, in this second corollary, information about the business is

welfare diminishing because it reduces the net surplus of this activity. The

sanction borne by the franchisee a�ects positively the provision of criminal-

know how. Consequently, setting it at its highest value could damage the

net surplus too much.

Note that the argument for a less severe punishment di�ers from Malik

(1991). In Malik's paper, individuals who commit a crime can engage in a

costly avoidance activity. Because such avoidance activity is socially costly

and increases with the severity of punishment, a less severe punishment can

be optimal. Here the problem relates to the fact that the avoidance activity

could be socially bene�cial (given that it increases productivity) and di�erent

sanctions have opposite e�ects.

3 A Model with Plea Bargaining

An important assumption for some of the results derived in the previous

section is that qi > 0, that is, the probability of detection and conviction of
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the franchisor increases with expenditure in criminal know-how. The argu-

ment behind such assumption has been discussed previously and refers to the

fact that a more informed franchisee can compromise the whole organization.

By introducing the possibility of plea bargaining, we aim at modeling this

argument and analyze the positive relationship between the probability of

detection and conviction of the franchisor and criminal know-how.9

When detected, a franchisee faces a monetary sanction f . In return for

evidence against the franchisor, the government might be willing to reduce

such monetary sanction. Let us assume that the government's policy is to

randomize the decision of entering into plea bargaining with probability r.

We can think that the decision depends on a random variable that is revealed

at the end of the game, say a random opportunity or reputation cost. Al-

ternatively, given the risk neutrality assumption, the government o�ers the

possibility of a discount r on the criminal sanction in return for evidence.

The government is willing to o�er such agreement if the franchisor has

not been detected and convicted. Otherwise, there is no need for the evi-

dence that the franchisee might provide. For sake of argument, we pose that

the probability of detection and conviction of a franchisor without evidence

provided by a franchisee is zero. However, if a franchisee provides evidence,

the franchisor faces a probability (i) of being convicted where i > 0 and

ii < 0.

The expected payo� of a risk neutral franchisee is now:

V = b+ x(i)� p(c; i)(1� r)f � y (11)

9See Adelstein and Miceli (1997) for a review on the economic literature of plea-
bargaining.
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Note that for r � 1 the expected payo� of a franchisee increases when the

possibility of a plea bargaining is considered.

De�ning � as the lower bound on b such that the franchisor is willing to

hire, the expected pro�ts of the franchisor are:

� =
Z

1

�
[b + x(i)� p(c; i)(1� r)f � p(c; i)r(i)s� i]db (12)

A �rst remark is that using previous notion we can see q(c; i) = p(c; i)(i).

We have speci�ed the probability of punishment of the franchisor as a func-

tion of that of the franchisee. It is also clear where the positive relation

between the likelihood of a franchisor being punished and criminal know-

how comes from. The probability q(:) is monotonically increasing in i if

i= > �pi=p for all i. The interpretation is the following: the higher likeli-

hood of being detected and convicted if the franchisor provides more infor-

mation always o�sets the lower likelihood of a franchisee being detected and

convicted.

A second observation is that the possibility of plea bargaining does not

reduce the franchising expected surplus:

�r =
Z

1

�
[p(c; i)f � q(c; i)s]db

Franchisees have a less severe expected punishment because of the possibil-

ity of plea bargaining and that allows the franchisor to charge more royalties

increasing expected pro�ts. On the other hand, the possibility of plea bar-

gaining increases the likelihood of detection and conviction of the franchisor

reducing expected pro�ts. The net e�ect depends on the magnitude of ex-

pected sanctions for the franchisor and franchisee.
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The �rst-order conditions with respect to � and i are the following:

�� = p(i; c)(1� r)f + q(i; c)rs+ i� x(i)� � = 0 (13)

�i =
Z

1

�
[xi � pi(1� r)f � qirs� 1]db = 0 (14)

Given that the second-order conditions are satis�ed as before, one derives

��(c; f; s; r) and i�(c; f; s; r).

Corollary 6 When the expected sanction faced by the franchisee is less se-

vere than that of the franchisor, the relation between the dimension of the

franchising and the likelihood of plea bargaining is negative.

When the likelihood of plea bargaining r increases, the expected payo� of

a franchisee increases and hence the number of franchisees should increase.

However, the likelihood of an agreement between prosecution and franchisee

is higher. The expected punishment of the franchisor increases making hiring

more franchisees less attractive:

��r = q(i; c)s� p(i; c)f

Generally, we cannot say that the possibility of plea bargaining with fran-

chisees a�ects negatively the dimension of the criminal �rm (because of the

royalties).

Corollary 7 The relation between the provision of information by the fran-

chisor and the likelihood of plea bargaining is negative.

The relation between criminal know-how and the likelihood r is determined

by:

�ir = (pif � qis)(1� �) < 0
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A policy of plea bargaining in return for evidence against the franchisor

weakens the internal structure of the �rm.

Optimal Policy

Posing that a government should maximize social welfare including criminal

gains, we have:

W =
Z

1

��
[b + x(i�)� i� � h]db� c (15)

subject to the usual constraints f � F and s � S. In this setting we have

assumed that the likelihood of plea bargaining r is costless to apply. The

�rst-order conditions with respect to c; f; and s are not formally di�erent

from (8)-(10). The �rst-order condition with respect to r is:

Wr = [h� pf � qs]��

r +
Z

1

��
[xi � 1]i�rdb � 0 (16)

The optimal likelihood of plea bargaining (or the optimal discount) depends

on (a) its impact on the dimension of the �rm and (b) the marginal social

value of criminal know-how.

Corollary 8 When the likelihood of plea bargaining a�ects positively the di-

mension of the franchising and xi > 1, its optimal value is zero.

Corollary 9 When the likelihood of plea bargaining a�ects negatively the

dimension of the franchising and xi < 1, its optimal value is one.

When ��

r is positive (increasing the likelihood of plea bargaining reduces

the dimension of the �rm), the role of r is analytically similar to s, that is,
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depending on the marginal social value of criminal know-how, the government

should set r� equal to one or to an interior solution. However, when ��

r is

negative (increasing the likelihood of plea bargaining augments the dimension

of the �rm), criminal immunity could be problematic.

4 A Model with Asymmetric Information

The plausibility of the franchisor knowing exactly the value of b for each

potential franchisee is quite low. In the context of legal markets, individu-

als' productivity is private information and is at heart of adverse selection

problems. The possibility that individual productivity is veri�able by the

franchisor in an illegal market is even more remote since feasible symbols

of quality and reliability are rare. Most of the time, the illegal franchisor

hires franchisees without a reasonable information set about their productiv-

ity. Furthermore, because productivity veri�cation is di�cult and essentially

there is no third-party contractual enforcement, franchisees have a clear in-

centive to signal a low productivity reducing ex-ante royalties. The low

productivity is of course constrained by �, that is, the lowest level of produc-

tivity that the franchisor is willing to accept. In short, each franchisee such

that b � � reports individual productivity to be � and consequently pays

y(�) = � + i � p(c; i)f generating a rent given by b � �. The franchisor is

not able to extract the whole surplus as in a context of perfect information.

As we are going to show, asymmetry of information does not simply

generate di�erent sharing rules of criminal gains within the franchising. The

franchisor anticipates that franchisees will imitate the lowest productive indi-

vidual reducing pro�ts. Therefore, the franchisor has an incentive to increase

18



� reducing the dimension of the franchising in return for an increase in roy-

alties. The expected pro�ts of the franchisor are:

�̂ =
Z

1

�
[� + x(i)� p(c; i)f � q(c; i)s� i]db (17)

The �rst-order condition with respect to i is (5), and with respect to �

yields:

�̂ = 1=2 + [p(i; c)f + q(i; c)s+ i� x(i)]=2

Since we get the optimal criminal know-how to be i�, we can write:

�̂ = 1=2 + ��=2

Consequently,

Corollary 10 The dimension of the criminal franchising is reduced when

there is asymmetry of information about productivity.

Moreover, we can show:

�̂ = � +
Z

1

�̂
(�̂ � b)db�

Z �̂

��
[b+ x(i�)� p(c; i�)� q(c; i�)� i�]db

The second term refers to the loss in revenues from asymmetric infor-

mation; the third term refers to the loss from reducing the dimension of the

franchising, and hiring fewer franchisees. We can see immediately that the

optimal choice of �̂ is driven by the trade-o� of these two e�ects.
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Optimal Policy

Posing that a government should maximize social welfare including criminal

gains, we have:

Ŵ =
Z

1

�̂
[b + x(i�)� i� � h]db� c

= W �
Z �̂

��
[b + x(i�)� i� � h]db (18)

Asymmetry of information about productivity is welfare improving be-

cause not only it reduces the dimension of the franchising but also increases

the average productivity of franchisees. Note that these two properties are

also present in a legal franchising but in such case they are welfare diminish-

ing. Grossly, and ignoring gains in know-how, the critical level of productivity

for a legal franchising is zero and for an illegal franchising is h from a social

viewpoint. With symmetric information, we have seen that 0 � �� � h.

And, with asymmetric information, the critical level of productivity satis�es

�̂ � ��. Therefore:

Corollary 11 Asymmetry of information about productivity is socially ben-

e�cial if the franchising is illegal and is socially detrimental if the franchising

is legal.

From this corollary, it is clear that activities aiming at reducing asymmetry

of information about productivity should be deterred. In essence, Ŵ �W is

the maximum price that a government should be willing to pay to deter such

activities.
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The �rst-order conditions with respect to c; f; and s are analytically

similar to (8)-(10). Hence the results obtained in Proposition 1 are valid

within a context of asymmetry of information. Furthermore,

Proposition 2 Assume that both sanctions are maximal and xi � 1. The

optimal expenditure on law enforcement is greater in a context of symmetric

information than in a context of asymmetric information.

Proof of Proposition 2

For a given F and S, we can write:

Ŵc = Wc � [h� pf � qs]��

c=2� (�̂ � ��)��

c=2�
Z �̂

��
[xi � 1]i�cdb = 0 (19)

It is straightforward that:

Ŵc(c
�) = �[h� pf � qs]��

c=2� (�̂ � ��)��

c=2�
Z �̂

��
[xi � 1]i�cdb < 0

where c� is the optimal expenditure on law enforcement in a context of sym-

metric information.2

The intuition is that asymmetric information reduces the dimension of

the franchising allowing the government to save on law enforcement. The

importance of the second assumption comes from the fact by reducing the

franchising, the marginal gain in productivity is also reduced. By reducing

expenditure on law enforcement the marginal loss in productivity is less im-

portant. Such observation is valid as long as xi � 1, that is, as long as the

marginal gain is positive. For xi < 1, when the marginal gain is negative,

there is an argument to increase expenditure on law enforcement.
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Asymmetry of information within the franchising is welcomed by the

government because it reduces the dimension of the franchising and saves on

enforcement. Consequently, activities aiming at reducing asymmetry of in-

formation should be deterred. This observation further justi�es why violence

is socially detrimental. The treat and use of violence plays a role in convey-

ing information about the type of franchisee to the franchisor.10 Abstracting

from its direct social cost, violence is costly because reduces informational

problems within the franchising.

5 Final Remarks

Economic analysis of organized crime is relatively scarce compared to the

growing literature on crime and criminal law.11 In Garoupa (1999) we ex-

tend the optimal law enforcement literature to organized crime by discussing

di�erent market structures. In this paper, we approach the question from a

contractual perspective.

In this paper, we have argued that severe punishment certainly reduces

the dimension of a criminal network but it might augment the e�ectiveness of

its members. Eventually smaller �rms are easier to manage and consequently

less mistakes are committed diminishing the likelihood of detection. Hence

a less severe enforcement of the law should be considered.

The second important conclusion is that the possibility of plea bargain-

ing with subcontracted o�enders that provide evidence against the subcon-

10And vice-versa; see Garoupa (1999).
11See Garoupa(1997) and Polinsky and Shavell (1999) for references.
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tractor is not necessarily welfare improving. The rationale is that ex-ante it

makes the criminal contract more attractive for both parts. For the subcon-

tracted because the expected punishment is less severe. For the subcontractor

because it augments royalties.

The third important conclusion is that asymmetry of information be-

tween franchisor and franchisees is welfare improving for two reasons: it re-

duces the dimension of the franchising, and consequently permits a reduction

on law enforcement expenditure. Activities that reduce the asymmetry of in-

formation should be deterred. This observation further justi�es why violence

is socially detrimental. The treat and use of violence plays a role in convey-

ing information about the type of franchisee to the franchisor. Abstracting

from its direct social cost, violence is costly because reduces informational

problems within the franchising.
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